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Abstract: The years 1800-1830 are sometimes designated "the turnpike era," since in the 1830s canals and railroads began eclipsing the old wagon roads. It's true that long distance travel went by water and rail, but the journey often began on one of the many short toll roads feeding the system. This paper documents the changing composition of the New York toll road system as a whole, and provides some firm-level data. Toll roads continued to play an important role up to the Civil War and afterwards.
From Trunk to Branch:

Toll Roads in New York, 1800-1860

We hear no more of the clanging hoof,
And the stage coach rattling by;
For the steam king rules the traveled world,
And the old pike’s left to die.
The grass creeps o’er the flinty path,
And the stealthy daisies steal
Where once the stage horse, day by day,
Lifted his iron heel.

"The Old Turnpike" (first of five verses),

_Hunts Merchant Magazine_, May 1854, p. 631.

If Antebellum Americans couldn’t write poetry, they could build transportation systems. They build an extensive system of turnpikes, then canals, then railroads. Much later it was a return to the highway that undercut the railroads. But the turnpikes were the first to discover obsolescence, and indeed the trunk roads were "left to die."

This simple dynamic does not, however, fully capture the fate of the toll road. The toll road plan was adapted to new conditions, although not always successfully. The canals and "the steam king" drove many turnpikes to extinction, but they also fueled the proliferation of hundreds of branch toll roads. Historiography has relegated the toll road companies to a warm-
This paper shows the damaging impact of the canals and railroads on the turnpikes, but also the inducement to build new auxiliary facilities. The canals bred many short turnpikes, and the railroads had a similar effect, except that between 1847 and 1852 Americans were enamored with "plank roads" -- toll roads surfaced with wooden planks. Plank roads turned out to be a mistake, as the planking lasted only half as long as the experts predicted. This paper deals with the experience of New York, where all the toll roads were organized as private companies and financed by stock subscription.

The Turnpike in the Spotlight: 1800-1825

After ratification of the Constitution, Americans focused their attention on prosperity and expansion. Transportation was crucial, and transportation improvement meant, above all, highway improvement. But highways were governed by an ineffective and meagerly funded system of town road care. The shortcomings prompted citizens to consider toll roads, which were common in Britain, and in 1792 Pennsylvania chartered the first private turnpike company. Its success as a transportation facility spurred others throughout the Northeast to imitate the formula. The virtues of the turnpike plan lay in the fact that responsibility, authority and financing for the entire route was collected under an independent board of directors.
New York's first robust turnpikes were born in 1799. Figure 1 shows the New York system in 1830. Most of the turnpikes were either routes to the Hudson River or were trunk lines tapping the western counties. These routes were the primary overland arteries for two decades.

[Figure 1 here.]

No type of franchise corporation in this era was "less gainful to the corporators" than turnpikes. With few exceptions, turnpike stocks were poor investments. State regulation and toll evasion, known as "shunpiking," were partly to blame for unprofitability, but in many cases the traffic was simply too thin to remunerate investors. The unforeseen entry of canals and railroads was often the final nail in the coffin. Only about forty percent of the turnpike projects initiated up to 1845 succeeded in constructing roadway. Projects were financed as much in the booster spirit of community improvement as in a the entrepreneurial spirit of turnpike profits.

The Impact of the Canals

It did not take the surveyors of the Erie Canal to discover the inviting corridor of the Mohawk Valley. Decades before the Erie, turnpikes connected Albany to Syracuse and beyond. Figure 2 shows the principal routes westward from Albany. The upper route begins with the Albany & Schenectady, connects with the Mohawk, and then the Seneca. The lower route begins with the First Great Western and then branches at Cherry Valley into the Second
and the Third Great Western. When the Erie Canal came in it roughly followed the alignment of the upper route.

[Figure 2 here.]

*The Erie Canal.* The Erie Canal was completed in 1825 and wrought havoc on the centrally located turnpikes. The dashed lines in Figure 1 show that some of them (notably the Mohawk) folded as early as 1830. Figure 3 shows the annual toll receipts on the Second and the Third Great Western Turnpikes; both series show major blows around 1825, especially the Third, which was in more direct competition with the canal. Figures 4 and 5 show the annual dividends of these roads, and again we see a drop when the Erie opened. The dividends performance of these two companies should not be taken as representative of the turnpike movement; the preponderance of evidence and contemporary opinion suggests that most turnpikes fared less well than these two companies.

[Figure 3 here.]

[Figure 4 here.]

[Figure 5 here.]

The Erie Canal did not simply supercede certain turnpikes. In her study of urbanization in Onondaga County, Roberta Miller documents how towns just five miles from the canal went from prosperity to relative decline. "With the opening of the canal, settlements located on the [Seneca] turnpike lost much of their business. Local businessmen deserted the turnpike villages for canal
settlements -- the most attractive of which was Syracuse." Miller notes that Salina township, which included Syracuse, increased in population by 282 percent during the 1820s, while the other townships in the county grew by a mere 31 percent.\(^3\) The Onondaga experience suggests why turnpike officials may object to the opening of a canal or railroad even when the turnpike is not paying dividends: they fear that a shift in settlement patterns will throw their communities into decline.

The Erie Canal opened up new areas for grain supply, including New York's Genesee Valley, the Great Lakes regions, and eventually the Ohio Valley. In consequence, less efficient New York grain growers shifted to other products, notably dairy, fruits and vegetables.\(^4\) Some left agriculture altogether. Dairy products require regular transport. This shift is reflected by the changing traffic pattern on the turnpikes. Figures 6 and 7 show monthly traffic over time for two turnpikes. The pre-canal spikes are in the deep Winter, when sleighs could be used, in early Summer, when the roads had dried out, and in October, when crops were harvested. The Figures show the decline over the decades, but they also show a smoothing over the annual cycle. Using the points in Figures 6 and 7, we adjust for the decline to isolate seasonal variation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Second Great Western</th>
<th>Coefficient of Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1815-1819</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1825-1829</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1835-1839</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The coefficients of variation show that much smoothing occurred shortly after the opening of the canal, and then the seasonal pattern stabilized.

*The Delaware and Hudson Canal.* On the west bank of the lower Hudson an elaborate web of turnpikes branched out from Newburgh. Figure 8 shows the turnpikes, as well as the Delaware and Hudson Canal. Folks in Newburgh explained that turnpikes "were all constructed at an expense of nearly one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and Newburgh became the mart" of several counties and parts of New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The canal was completed in 1828 and it vaulted Kingston forward at the expense of Newburgh. As Stuart Blumin says, when the canal opened

Kingston was still a distinctly rural town, with some 2,000 farm dwellers surrounding a village whose population had only recently
passed 1,000. The catalyst of most of its growth was the Delaware and Hudson Canal... By 1840, after a decade of canal operations, the town's population had doubled to 6,000... By 1850 Kingston had passed 10,000, and in 1860 it reached 16,640.6

[Figure 8 here.]

As Kingston rejoiced, Newburgh fretted. An 1840 Memorial from Newburgh exclaimed that "Canals and Rail Roads ... are now being made in every direction except Newburgh, and all tending to divert the travel and trade from that village and rob her of her well earned prosperity." Several of the Newburgh turnpikes had quit by 1840. The town petitioned the state to build a Newburgh branch on to the Erie Railroad, and the link was completed in 1849. But Kingston remained dominant ever after.

The canals had a similar impact on many other turnpikes. The Champlain Canal, for example, was opened in the mid-1820s and drew traffic from the Waterford and Whitehall Turnpike, which was indicted in 1847 for being out of repair.5 The canals impinged not only on nearby parallel turnpikes, but also on distant pikes that had served as bold lines through the deep wilderness. The situation of the trunk roads only worsened when the railroads came.

The Impact of the Railroads
The first railroad tracks in New York were laid in 1831, but progress was slow and uneven for many years.\textsuperscript{9} Turnpike charters did not explicitly guarantee exclusive rights for the roads. Before the canals and railroads judges would safeguard turnpike interests from short parallel routes, sometimes mere shunpikes.\textsuperscript{10} Substantial roads, either public or turnpike, were scarcely proposed in competition with an existing turnpike when the existing turnpike was serving well enough.\textsuperscript{11} But when the canals and railroads came, legal opinion moved in the direction of the Charles River Bridge case, in which the United States Supreme Court ruled in 1837 against exclusive rights.\textsuperscript{12} In New York we find a few remonstrances by turnpikes against railroads, but their objections did little to delay the laying of rails.\textsuperscript{13}

In 1848 New York began a seven-year burst of railroad construction. The railroads were hauling livestock cars, stripping the old pikes of their remaining customers. Figures 3 and 5 show that around 1850 two of the leading turnpikes got the rug pulled out from under them. Many of the major turnpikes disintegrated in stages, abandoning their road piece by unprofitable piece. As for their final dissolution, the Seneca Turnpike went in 1852; the First Great Western in 1853; the Second and the Third in 1859.

\textbf{Spurring Spur Roads}

Since the canals and railroads altered the channels of trade and the patterns of settlement, they also generated new needs for connecting routes.
The toll road by no means said farewell in the 1830s. Many became chronically ill, but many new ones were anxiously brought into being. Figure 9 shows that after the panic of 1819 a steady stream of turnpike incorporation continued through the 1840s. Although the failure rate for these projects was higher than that for the pre-1819 projects, between 30 and 40 of the later projects succeeded in building short connections in the transportation system.

[Figure 9 here.]

The plank road frenzy of 1847 to 1853 was of a different quantum. Figure 10 shows that the frenzy was co-extensive with the railroad boom. Plank roads seemed ideal for quick improvement and short connections. Although usually used as an auxiliary to canals and railroads, the plank road was sometimes considered an *alternative* to the railroad. The plank road did have some advantages. Any vehicle could enter and exit at any time and at any place. And its $2,000 cost per mile seemed much more inviting than the railroad’s $35,000.\textsuperscript{14}

[Figure 10 here.]

The plank roads proliferated by virtue of an official lore, but the lore was unfounded. A gaggle of civil engineers and others predicted that a plank surfacing would last eight to ten years, but the reality was more like four. In those few years the fever reached every corner of the state. Figure 11 shows the plank road system. The nodal structure is striking. Most of the roads were abandoned by 1860, mainly because of the durability error.\textsuperscript{15}
Scores of short toll roads persisted after 1860. Surviving plank road companies usually converted to a normal turnpike surface. By the year 1900 dozens of toll road companies continued in operation, but they played only bit parts in the transportation system. In Pennsylvania the post-bellum presence of toll roads was much greater.
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14. Public aid was never made to plank roads or turnpikes, nor to railroads during the years of the plank road boom. See Harry H. Pierce, Railroads of New York: A Study of Government Aid, 1826-1875 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1953). For the railroad cost figure see "Annual Report on Railroads," New York State Engineer and Surveyor, Assembly Documents, No. 120, 1854, pp. 11-12.

Figure 2

Central New York Turnpikes, 1845.

Solid lines show extant turnpikes, dashed lines show abandoned turnpikes, railroads and Erie canal also shown.
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Annual Dividends
Second Great Western Turnpike CO.
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Figure 5

Annual Dividends
Third Great Western Turnpike CO.

![Graph showing annual dividends for the Third Great Western Turnpike CO. from 1800 to 1900. The graph plots dividends (%) on the y-axis and year on the x-axis. The dividends generally decrease over time, with a drop in the mid-1840s and another decline in the late 1850s. The graph indicates periods of higher dividends in the early 1820s and early 1830s. The label 3rd Great Western is used to indicate the data series on the graph.]
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2nd Great Western Toll Receipts
Monthly Averages for Selected Years
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Figure 7

3rd Great Western Toll Receipts
Monthly Averages for Selected Years
Figure 8

Turnpikes of Newburgh and Vicinity, 1845.

Solid lines show extant turnpikes, dashed lines show abandoned turnpikes, railroads and canals also shown.
Figure 11

Railroad Miles Built and Plank Roads Chartered,
New York, 1831-1862